Three paragraphs written by three different undergraduate students were examined in order to distinguish between the traditional remedial approach to writing and an approach which perceives writing as a contribution to the specific relationship between teacher and student. Each author was a member of a course whose aim was, among others, to explore the attitudes toward literature, developed between childhood and adulthood. It was shown that a motivational analysis of the paragraphs, as opposed to a clinical analysis of topical syntax and semantics, can more readily bring forth information helpful to this communicating relationship and thus can encourage the transformation of writing from an objective skill to a consciously directed instrument of personality.
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One of the pedagogical principles of subjective criticism is that teaching ourselves and teaching others are part of the same activity. Although this happens frequently regardless of the specific pedagogical attitude, it is another matter to consciously aim to enact the principle. To teach writing seems especially difficult with such an aim in mind, because, by most prevailing "objective" standards, the teacher always writes "better" than the student; the natural thing to do seems to be to try to "raise" the student to the teacher's "level." In the process, pedagogy is bifurcated into two role-specific purposes: for the student, it is "improving writing skills"; for the teacher, it is "improving the teaching of writing skills."

Subjective criticism proposes that classroom aims are more productively conceived as person-specific. Using this presupposition, it is not possible to apply a public standard of "good writing," and each person's efforts, teachers' and students', are interpreted relative to the local study contexts established by the particular classroom. It is further assumed that each constituent of the classroom already has his own language system that will be activated in any language-based undertaking. Finally, on a person-specific basis, teachers and students share at least one important motive: that is, to make their thoughts known to each other. Given these assumptions, the pedagogy of writing is based on a principle that others beside myself have already articulated; namely, that to write is to have something particular to say to someone, or some group, in particular. If this conception of writing obtains, no amount of prose-pruning by experienced teachers can produce in a student the motivation to spend the necessary time to become satisfied with his own writing. Only when a person is able to tell himself the importance of what he has to say can he mobilize his mental energies to write these thoughts. Also, as I have discussed elsewhere, any sort of qualitative grading of written work will seriously inhibit the subjective process of deciding what one's thoughts are and of telling them to the relevant person.
In the following remarks, I will present three paragraphs by three different undergraduate students and then try to distinguish between the traditional remedial approach to writing and the attitude which understands writing as a contribution to a specific relationship. I will try to show that a motivational analysis of the writing, as opposed to a clinical analysis of topical syntax and semantics, will more readily expose materials helpful to both people in the communicating relationship, and will further motivate each not how to write better abstractly, but how to transform writing from an objective skill to a consciously directed instrument of personality.

Each of the "authors" I will discuss was in a course one of whose main aims was to explore how our attitudes toward literature developed between childhood and the present. This obviously is not a writing course, but is one that depends fundamentally on the reports of each reader of his personal experiences; I know from private conversations with each student that they were genuinely motivated to pursue this undertaking, and also that each's motives were much different from one another's. Furthermore, the differences are significant as reflections of each's relationship with me, the teacher. In the larger essays from which the paragraphs are taken, the purpose was to report, as fully as possible, what insight into one's own taste may be gained by comparing the childhood memory of a specific work of literature with one's present response to it. It will be of interest to note, with this conscious purpose in mind, what actually appeared in the reports. It is also of consequence to consider if the piece of writing can be criticized for not fulfilling its purpose, in view of the fact that I was the only audience for the essays. The samples are presented in the order of their (in my judgment) increasing resemblance to "expository prose." First, here is Ms. E's introduction to her response to Eleanor Porter's Pollyanna.

Reading Pollyanna again as an adult was like drawing a deep breath of fresh air. What can be uplifting about a heroine who is glad over ill-
HEALTH AND CHIRPS ABOUT BEING 'GLAD' OVER EVERYTHING? OH, DON'T SNEER, READER, AND DON'T CALL ME A SENTIMENTAL OLD SLOB. REMEMBER I'M A GRANDMOTHER; I GREW UP DURING THE DEPRESSION, TAUGHT SCHOOL WAY BACK WHEN THERE STILL WERE ONE ROOMED LITTLE GREY SCHOOL HOUSES, AND LATER TAUGHT IN MODERN CARPETED ONES. I'VE RAISED A FAMILY OF SEVEN CHILDREN, FOUR OF WHO ARE ADULTS; I HAVE HELPED TO NURSE AND BURY MY LOVED ONES AND HAVE GONE AHEAD WITH LIFE. I HAVE NEVER BELIEVED THAT WE OUGHT TO DENY DISCOMFORT, PAIN, AND EVIL; MY PHILOSOPHY HAS BEEN THAT IT IS FAR BETTER TO MEET THE UNKNOWN WITH A CHEER, A SMILE, AND PLENTY OF FAITH IN MANKIND.

A REMEDIAL CRITIQUE OF THIS PARAGRAPH REVIEWS ONLY WHAT IT WRITTEN AND evaluates it on how expository it is. The direct address to the reader is VICTORIAN and is a distracting usage; why not say, "SOME MAY SNEER AT MY ATTITUDE"? Why not vary the sentence openings instead of beginning each one with "I"? In fact, why use the first person at all—it is not very objective. Finally, who cares about your "philosophy"; tell us only the facts. By the way "BREATH OF FRESH AIR" AND "FAITH IN MANKIND" ARE Cliches; IMPROVE YOUR VOCABULARY; SAY WHAT THINGS ARE INSTEAD OF WHAT THEY ARE LIKE, AND AVOID VAGUE GENERALITIES.

TO READ THE PARAGRAPH IN TERMS OF ITS MOTIVES MEANS ADMITTING THAT A GREAT DEAL OF "EXTRANEOUS" KNOWLEDGE IS TO BE INVOKED, IN THIS CASE, ALL MY KNOWLEDGE OF MS. E. AS SHE REPORTS, SHE IS A GRANDMOTHER OF ABOUT FIFTY YEARS OLD AND HAS COME TO THE UNIVERSITY SO THAT SHE CAN CERTIFY HERSELF TO JOIN A PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEM. THE SPECIFIC PIECE OF INFORMATION NOT INCLUDED IN THE RESPONSE, BUT ONE WHICH MS. HAD EXPLAINED TO ME AT SOME LENGTH WAS THAT THE MARRIAGE THAT PRODUCED THE SEVEN CHILDREN HAD DISSOLVED AND THAT WAS ONE OF HER MAIN REASONS FOR COMING TO THE UNIVERSITY. MY KNOWLEDGE OF THIS MOTIVATIONAL CIRCUMSTANCE RENDERS REMEDIAL CONSIDERATIONS TRIVIAL. THE DEEP BREATH OF FRESH AIR IS NOT A CLICHE AT ALL; IT IS EXTREMELY TRUE FOR SOMEONE EXPRESSING GREAT RELIEF. THE REPEATED FIRST PERSON IS AN UNDERSTANDABLE ASSERTION OF HER ACCOMPLISHMENTS; AND A PERSON IN HER CIRCUMSTANCE IN HER AGE USUALLY DOES HAVE A "PHILOSOPHY," AND HER USAGE OF THE TERM IS ACCURATE.
EVEN THOUGH IT DOES NOT REFER TO FORMAL OR ACADEMIC ENDEAVORS. MS. E'S PERSPECTIVE ON POLLYANNA IS ONE WHICH HAS FOUND A PERSONAL USE FOR TRYING TO BE "GLAD," AND WHICH PRESENTS HER OWN SENTIMENTALITIES AS DESERVED LUXURIES; SHE TAKES PAINS TO SHOW THAT THE READING EXPERIENCE WAS THE INDULGENCE, RATHER THAN ANY FALSE OPTIMISM. TO POINT OUT THAT SUCH THOUGHTS MIGHT HAVE BEEN SAID DIFFERENTLY COULD ONLY HAVE BEEN A DISCOURAGING RUDENESS.

THERE IS A SENSE IN WHICH MS. E WAS ALSO MOTIVATED TO ACT AS MY TEACHER; SHE KNEW THAT I WAS NOT A PARENT, AND THAT I HAD NOT HAD ANY COMPARABLY SERIOUS STRUGGLE IN MY LIFE. TO HER MY CONDESCENSION TOWARD SENTIMENTALITIES WAS A MARK OF YOUTHFUL NAIVETE: WHAT RIGHT DO THE PRIVILEGED AND FORTUNATE HAVE TO DERIDE THE FANCIES OF THE LESS FORTUNATE AND MORE EXPERIENCED? HER STATEMENT WAS VERY CONSCIOUSLY DIRECTED TOWARD ME, AND IT WAS I WHO UNDERSTOOD WHY AND WHAT WAS BEHIND THE TOPICAL LANGUAGE. THE COMMUNICATION COULD NOT HAVE BEEN MORE SUCCESSFUL; IF THIS IS THE CASE, WHAT MEANING CAN "WRITING SKILLS" HAVE BEYOND THIS?

CONSIDER NOW MR. T'S INTRODUCTION TO THE REPORT OF HIS EXPERIENCES WITH EDGAR BURROUGHS'S TARZAN OF THE APES:

EVERYONE IS PROGRAMMED FOR AN ANNUAL BOUT OF THE FLU. THERE IS NOTHING LIKE BEING SICK. MY INDISPOSITION LASTED ABOUT A WEEK AND HAD FEW SYMPTOMS OTHER THAN AN OCCASIONAL LIGHT COUGH, THE SNIFFLES, AND A SLIGHT TEMPERATURE. THE FLU MEANT PEACE AND QUIET, NO HOMEWORK, AND MEALS WITHOUT TOO MANY VEGETABLES OF THE KIND I DIDN'T LIKE. THE FLU MEANT UNINTERRUPTED READING IN THOSE PRE-TELEVISION DAYS. MY UNTIDY SICK BED WAS PILED HIGH WITH ADVENTURE COMICS AND BOOKS DRAGGED OUT FROM THE CLOSET. IT ALSO MEANT AN OPPORTUNITY TO 'PESTER MY MOTHER INTO DIPPING INTO HER PURSE TO BUY ME A NEW BOOK I HAD NOT ALREADY READ. NOW PICTURE ME PROPPED UP AMID A HEAP OF PILLOWS, ENJOYING THE SUPERB HIGH PRODUCED IN PRE-TEENS BY A FEVER OF 101. MY MOTHER HAD GONE UPTOWN TO GET MORE MEDICATION, AND HAS PROMISED SHE WILL RETURN WITH SOMETHING GOOD TO EAT, AND SOMETHING GOOD TO READ. AS ALWAYS, SHE RETURNS WITH A SOFT DRINK, AN ICE CREAM, AND A BOOK WITH A FLAMBOYANT COVER. I PLUNGE INTO THIS LATEST FRENZY . . . TARZAN OF THE APES . . . THE STORY GOES RIGHT TO THE HEART OF MY FANTASY WORLD. IT KEEPS ME QUIET FOR HOURS.
IF THIS PARAGRAPH CAME INTO A WRITING "CLINIC," I MIGHT SAY THAT THE WORD "SUSCEPTIBLE" IS MORE ACCURATE THAN "PROGRAMMED"; I COULD REMARK THAT THE WRITER IS USING THE PHRASE "NOW PICTURE ME" WHEN HE IS ACTUALLY PICTURING HIMSELF. I MAY IMPATIENTLY NOTE THAT THE PARAGRAPH CHANGES TENSE IN THE MIDDLE. I MIGHT WONDER AT A CERTAIN DEGREE OF CONTRIVANCE AND ARTIFICE IN THE RECREATION OF THE CHILDHOOD SCENE: TELL YOUR EXPERIENCES, MR. T; DON'T COLOR THE "FACTS" IN WISTFUL PERSPECTIVES.

My acquaintance with Mr. T makes such commentary inappropriate. He is just my age, which means that both of us had "pre-television" childhoods. Because we had spoken about our childhoods and the experiences of being sick, some of the material in his paragraph is an allusion to our conversation, and to some of my remarks in class. Mr. T is preparing to be a teacher, but he would like to be a writer, and he understands the similarity between a teacher's self-dramatization (that is, mine, in class) and a writer's (his, in his self-descriptions). He is making use of our private agreement on how to interpret certain kind of self-description, so that his slight artifice is a kind of code between us "boys" and an attempt to indulge his interest in creative writing. The phrase "now picture me" is addressed to me, and he knows that I know that he is asking me to picture him as he pictures himself. IT IS THIS KIND OF MUTUAL UNDERSTANDING THAT MAKES COMMUNICATION POSSIBLE; THE UNDERSTANDING IS NEVER APPARENT IN THE ACTUAL PIECE OF WRITING, AND CANNOT BE ASSUMED FROM THE WRITING.

At the time of writing, Mr. T was concerned about his young son who does not live with him. His images of boyhood are complicated by the tacit comparison of his own boyhood with his son's, perhaps to Mr. T's advantage and with a sense of unfulfilled responsibility. Since I do not have a son, I felt he had had an experience he could teach me about—namely, a father's feelings about a son whose mother is indulging him; it is completely impossible to get such a meaning from this paragraph without having had my specific relationship with Mr. T. In view
OF THESE THOUGHTS, WITH WHICH I "SEE" THE PARAGRAPH, ISOLATING TECHNICALITIES OF GRAMMAR AND DICTION IS NOT RELEVANT TO THE MAIN MOVEMENTS OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN MR. T AND ME. MR. T'S STATEMENT, LIKE MS. E'S, WAS WELL SUITED TO OUR PEDAGOGICAL AND PERSONAL RELATIONSHIP.

Consider now one of Ms. J's opening statements to the discussion of her childhood experience of "Cinderella."

"Cinderella" was one of those tales which came to life when it was told to me. I can remember feeling uncomfortable and even somewhat upset upon being told Cinderella's stepmother and sisters had mistreated her. I can also remember my elation for her when she was allowed to go to the ball, and this excitement peaked, finally, when the glass slipper fit on to Cinderella's foot. Now I thought, she would be relieved from her long sufferings at home, for the prince was sure to right the injustices that had been brought upon her.

I think this paragraph is an example of good expository prose and communicative failure. The feelings and experiences are distinctly reported; the language is historical and literally accurate: "I can remember . . .", "Now I thought," and so on. It is also a good example of a topic paragraph which introduces a long discussion with a general statement that is clear and direct.

My sense of its failure is personal and not objective. Ms. J is a relatively typical undergraduate, twenty years old, and under the usual pressures to do well in school. She was especially eager and diligent in meeting with me in order to make sure that she was doing "the right thing," that she understood what I was talking about, and that her own work reflected what she thought I wanted her to do. Often, in class, she was witty; aggressive, and defiant in a respectful way. Finally, she was very much concerned that she tended to conceal her feelings in ways unknown to her, and perhaps in our repeated meetings I could disclose the difficulty. In some important respects, she felt that I did help her out, but there were still many statements of the kind cited above.
My sense of attenuated communication in this statement is related to my belief that it is an accurate reflection of my pedagogical relationship with Ms. J. Particularly, I had not succeeded in overcoming her habit of orienting her work motives first toward high grades and consequently toward trying to meet what she thought were the teacher's demands—that is toward conforming with a view to the reward. At the end of the semester when, after this essay was submitted, Ms. J left my office somewhat irritated that I would not tell her, before others in the class, what her grade was. (There were only two possible grades, given on the basis outlined at the end of Readings and Feelings.) It became fairly clear in the last two conversations with her that her initiatives were of the form: I will discuss my work with you as many times as I need to in order to get an "A." This issue supervened in our relationship, and I was not able to reduce Ms. J's pre-existing, self-admitted inhibition about reporting feelings. To me, the paragraph reflects cooperation without sufficient involvement.

There was some success. She reported that this was the first time in her school career she had ever to record and otherwise study her feelings about literature. She believed, in principle, that it was important to her to undertake such projects; other parts of her work reflected communicative attitudes similar to those of Ms. E and Mr. T. On balance, however, I think I failed to cultivate with her the active subjective language that would supersede the motives toward technical conformity in the service of objective academic success.

In each of the instances I have cited, my main means of interpreting the written materials was my gradually constructed sense of relationship with the students. No matter how experienced in writing I may be, this experience does not amount to objective authority in the skill of writing, and it cannot be used to measure anyone else's alleged skills. What does create my authority is the classroom exposure of my language system. Students slowly assemble a series of their subjective judgments of which features in my language system are assimilable.
to their own. They develop an overall sense of whether they have anything to say to me, after hearing what I have to say to them. In this process, our respective habits of perceiving and evaluating other people come into play, as well as our conceptions of how to use and deal with authority. The experience and use of language in the classroom is the most viable groundwork on which to raise issues of language development. There is no use in trying to depersonalize the pedagogical situation, because any sort of teaching involves the cooperation of two or more minds, and not the invocation of pre-given roles.

In the eagerness of literate societies to perpetuate literacy, the tendency has been to conceive of reading and writing as forms of knowledge that can be taught and understood scientifically. This means that language and its constituent features had to be objectified, that is, set apart from all other experience. Writing is one of these features and its objectification consists in thinking of it as a skill, like driving or television repairing. Historically, however, language, and especially literacy, has been the privilege and instrument of the powerful, the wealthy, and the authoritative. When the vast majority of people were illiterate, the few who could read and write understood the enormous social and psychological functions of language, used it to create transcendent, final “texts” that were supposed to be taken as the final authority of the universe--by the poor and illiterate. Language was used as the instrument for the survival of the “fittest,” or, more accurately, the luckiest.

The isolation of writing skills from their continuing rootedness in speech and thought and in interpersonal, ethical behaviors, is the vestigial form of this traditional religious attitude toward language where the authority of the written word was unimpeachable and the mere attainment of literacy would render one a member of the elect. In our society literacy has been the main instrument of reducing the power and influence, and even the existence of, an elect oligarchy. The large network of pedagogical establishments grew from the conscious intention
of previous generations to provide the instruments of self-direction for each individual. The personal relationships between teachers and students are ethical, social, psychological, and intellectual all at once. Language is the subject that most readily engages these multiple dimensions. Writing is the means of negotiating language awareness and self-awareness; to treat it as a skill is to reduce the overall potentialities of language. No teacher can force a student to grow or develop. The best I think we can do is to cultivate motivation—in the case of writing, the motives to tell what is important to people of importance to the individual.

The most certain, but also the most difficult, means of creating motivation in the classroom is to tell what is important to me to those I claim to teach. If what I say and what I write are authentically and securely motivated, I will see others’ writing the same way, and the activity of teaching myself and teaching others will be the same enterprise.